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Gentrification and Displacement 
 

Janelle Vandergrift 
 
 Gentrification is a word that has become commonplace over the last several years. And 

yet, it is not necessarily understood completely and has often become synonymous with 

displacement. A common understanding of the word may include the assumption that urban 

areas are initially inhabited by minority populations and are stereotyped as bad neighborhoods 

with run down houses and unemployed people. White, rich people then move in and improve the 

aesthetic conditions of the neighborhood and then the original residents, who eventually are 

unable to keep up with tax costs and recognize that culture of their old neighborhood is lost, then 

move elsewhere. Many questions remain from this colloquial definition and social scientists have 

discussed what exactly is meant by gentrification, what motivates people to gentrify into 

neighborhoods, if gentrification is synonymous with displacement and what alternatives there are 

to protect the status of the original residents of neighborhoods and encourage diversity. Although 

the intentions of “cleaning up” an urban space and the idea of restoring abandoned territory 

through residential means may be viewed as altruistic, it is an ongoing challenge for developers 

to consider what exactly causes the existing disparity and lack of diversity on a systemic level. 

The world “gentrification” has historic and social significance, which is important for 

understanding various definitions. Redfern suggests that the term gentrification comes from the 

world “gentry” which describes the non-aristocratic English rural land-owning classes (Redfern, 

2003, 2361). If we understand gentrification as moving into an urban area, it seems somewhat 

odd that the word has rural connotations. Williams discusses the 19th century description of rural 

society in Jane Austen novels as a society in which her rural-dwelling characters “refer only to 

members of their own social class as their ‘neighbors’” (Redfern, 2003, 2362). Here, the reality 
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of country life is ignored; gentrification implies the class replacement of those who live in the 

city by those who create an identity in the city, which the upper class fails to interact with those 

around them (Redfern, 2362). Using the definition suggested by Redfern, it is easy to understand 

why we use gentrification as nearly synonymous with displacement: gentrifiers are oblivious and 

ignorant to the realities of people that inhabit the neighborhood that they come into. The original 

residents are, in a sense, replaced because of increase in property, tax and the destruction of a 

social community and then they move out of the neighborhood (Keating, 2000, 384). 

Many sources of literature recognize the variety of assumptions about the term 

“gentrification” and have tried to provide working definitions, allowing for a better analysis and 

understanding of the phenomenon. Ruth Glass was one of the first to use this word in 1964 to 

describe how gentrification was displacing working class people (Atkinson, 2003, 2350). Van 

Criekingen and Decroly describe gentrification as 

a process sometimes labeled ‘yuppification’ … the metamorphosis of deprived inner-city 
neighborhoods into new prestigious residential and consumption areas taken up by a new 
class of highly skilled and highly paid residents, typically business service professionals 
living in small-sized, non-familial households – that brings displacement of the 
neighborhood’s initial population (2003, 2452). 
 

Bostic and Martin define gentrification as a  

neighborhood evolutionary process in which affluent, usually young, households move 
into and upgrade distressed neighborhoods, with many of the neighborhood’s original 
residents being displaced … It is common for discussions of gentrification also to add a 
racial dimension to gentrification that follows a well-defined pattern (2003, 2427). 
 

These definitions of gentrification, as well as many others, typically include in their definitions 

an economically run-down inner city; young, wealthy professionals moving in and ‘upgrading’; 

and finally, the process displacing initial populations. 

Some literature would label generally accepted definitions as too simplistic or too 

specific. Van Criekingen and Decroly credit Beauregard 1986 for stating that gentrification is “a 
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‘chaotic concept’ of many interrelated events and processes that have been aggregated under a 

single (ideological) label and have been assumed to require a single causal explanation” (2003, 

2451). Yet others, like Bondi, label gentrification as simply “a process of transition,” implying 

an expected process, which presents an understanding that sets itself apart from the automatic 

criticism that often accompanies the word gentrification (Redfern, 2003, 2351). Regardless of 

such controversy, social scientists typically agree that there has been a change in many inner-city 

neighborhoods and displacement has been an issue that has been discussed as early as the 1970’s 

(Bostic and Martin, 2003, 2427). Gentrification as a social pattern is still a current issue; 

Atkinson makes the point that “gentrification continues to be a problem of definition, 

theorization, and social cost as well as a significant challenge for public policy” (Atkinson, 2003, 

2349).  

Van Criekingen and Decroly believe it is important to make a distinction between the 

different types of gentrification and have named and described three different types. First of all, 

they see the general definition of gentrification as “yuppification,” or the process of young 

professionals moving into urban neighborhoods, and a correlation with an emergence of a new 

middle-class that is bound to corporate and financially high-end activities. Second, marginal 

gentrification is described as distinct from mainstream gentrification that is often by transient 

renters or temporary residents who will eventually return to suburbia after they have a family. 

Finally, upgrading and incumbent upgrading is achieved through long term residents that have 

moderate income and try to improve their housing and implies little population change (Van 

Criekingen, Decroly, 2003, 2454). Another differentiation by Freeman suggests that perhaps 

education is a better marker of gentrifiers as opposed to income levels because young artists and 

professionals often pioneer gentrification and are not considered wealthy (Freeman, 2005, 471). 
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Making these differentiations allows for a more pointed critique and a better-formulated response 

to those different groups and their motivations. Unfortunately, this kind of breakdown is not 

common language when speaking about gentrification and all groups are most often seen as one 

in the same. Additionally, literature often does not refer to any sort of distinction between class 

level and income level, which is important in evaluating the effects of gentrification.  

Literature on the motivating factors of gentrification has received much speculation in 

current literature. It is suggested that people identify themselves with particular neighborhoods 

and look for where “people like us” will live and where they can participate in the cultural milieu 

and occupational influences (Butler, Robson, 2003, 1792, 93). Rofe proposes that the gentrifying 

community is generally one that identifies as wanting to be part of a global community and 

desiring to be less bound by typical assumptions of which neighborhoods their class and race 

should reside (Rofe, 2003, 2516). The idea of wanting to move and inhabit a place where one can 

feel part of a global community implies the idea that “face to face” communities are the most 

legitimate forms of community. Yet, gentrified communities are often referred to in literature as 

comprised of white, professional people with little diversity racially or economically, which 

seems contrary to the realty of a global world. Rofe suggests that this global community that 

people desire is often a collective imagining of the community they desire and creates an elite 

class without any sort of diversity economically, racially or ethnically (Rofe, 2003, 2518). 

Redfern suggests gentrifiers, suburbanites, and displacees are primarily motivated to 

inhabit certain neighborhoods for the reason of “defining and preserving” identity (2003, 2366).  

There is a component of fashion for gentrifiers and the usage of housing as a status symbol; the 

process of gentrifying could be seen as the out-working of an identity crisis in which gentrifiers 

have the power and the privilege of re-asserting themselves as not sub-urban (Redfern, 2003, 
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2355; Butler, Robson, 2003, 1792). Like fashion in clothing, housing has become the struggle of 

defining oneself to receive recognition, honor and respect. The difference between gentrifiers 

and displacees is the financial ability to buy the identity that will provide them with exact 

recognition, honor and respect that they desire (Redfern, 2003, 2360).  

There are differences in opinion as to whether gentrification in urban neighborhoods is 

“savior” or whether it is a “destroyer of central city vitality” (Atkinson, 2003, 2350). Often the 

debate is reduced to the side that wants to increase city economy and those who want to sustain 

city neighborhoods and not cause displacement (Atkinson, 2003, 2344). While those who favor 

improving the city economy acknowledge the issue of displacement in gentrification, it is seen as 

merely an unfortunate part of city revitalization – it seems to be much better than city decline, 

decaying neighborhoods and dwindling local tax-bases (Atkinson, 2003, 2354). Others see the 

process of gentrification as extremely threatening to local neighborhood populations and historic 

and social preservation, although literature has been released to suggest that the issue of 

displacement may not be as large of an issue as once was thought and neighborhoods do retain 

more of their characteristics than once assumed (Couson, Leichenko, 2004, 1587). 

Displacement is defined as when current residents are forced to move because they 

cannot afford to live in the gentrifying neighborhood because of an increase in the cost of living, 

increase in property tax and often because of the loss of the original social community of the 

neighborhood. Literature about gentrification nearly always references discussion about 

displacement although displacement is not often directly addressed in the literature, assumedly 

because of the difficulty of tracking displacees and finding out where they relocate (Freeman, 

2005, 466). Freeman provides alternative research in the lack of literature and suggests that the 

evidence of the phenomenon of displacement is much less definitive and cannot be used 
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synonymously with gentrification (Freeman, 2005, 464). Freeman suggests that there is only a 

slight difference in the chance of being displaced if in a gentrifying neighborhood as opposed to 

a non-gentrifying neighborhood. Furthermore, studies on gentrification have shown that poor and 

uneducated households residing in gentrifying neighborhoods were less likely to move out than 

similar households elsewhere (Freeman, 2005, 466, 480). Freeman alludes to a study of 

numerous American cities in 2004 that suggested that an overall displacement rate was 3.31% of 

original residents, with the highest rate being 8.9% in Kansas City and the lowest being 1% in 

Cincinnati. Yet, Freeman admits that quantitative studies of displacement are often difficult 

because of differentiating between displacement and normal turnover that would happen 

regardless of gentrification (Freeman, 2005, 465). All this being said, Freeman also notes that 

even if displacement is not as prolific as generally assumed, it may be such a traumatic 

experience that it merits great concern for the few that it does happen to (2005, 488).  

Freeman and Atkinson agree that displacement may often be over stated and is under 

researched and more often assumed (Atkinson, 2003, 2347). If displacement is not as large of an 

issue as perhaps once thought, why is there the widespread interest and concern? Redfern 

suggests that this is a topic that has attracted significant interest for the mere fact that it displays 

an important class struggle; the process poignantly embodies the universal struggle for identity 

through fashion in some sense and our identity in relation to the other (2003, 2360).  

Regardless of literature that argues the overstatement of displacement, there are still 

many pieces of literature that state that displacement is a large issue because of the destruction of 

indigenous social communities (Keating, 2000, 384). This has been the age-old concern that 

continues now. Even though Atkinson makes the case that gentrification may be overstated, he 

claims that pursuing gentrification as a way of urban renewal is an avoidance of social 
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responsibility and does not deal with the structural causes of regional and city economic decline 

and poverty (Atkinson, 2003, 2346).  

Most discussion on gentrification focuses on the economic class but also discusses the 

racial components. Yet, Bostic and Martin emphasize that gentrification does not necessarily 

mean race displacement and transformation (2003, 2428). “White flight” is an important aspect 

of understanding the correlation of income, class and ethnicity. In the 1960s and 1970s, white 

households left neighborhoods that became predominantly poor and minority; this has resulted in 

a certain amount of “skepticism and hostility” towards gentrification from minority populations 

(Bostic, Martin, 2003, 2429, 2429). Most literature describes the crisis of gentrification in 

economic class terms, which is often tied to race, but Bostic and Martin suggest that public 

programs for compensating for racial inequality have been effective (Bostic, Martin, 2003).  

Most literature presupposes that racially and economically segregated neighborhoods 

should exist or they should be carefully guarded against displacement. Authors do not suggest 

that that possible problems with gentrification merit giving up altogether on pursuing some kind 

of urban renewal and betterment for local neighborhoods. More recent literature has suggested 

ways in which urban renewal can incorporate original residents of the neighborhood in the 

decision making as well as allowing for the neighborhood to remain at a mixed-income level. 

Immergluck and Smith state that “without aggressive enforcement of fair housing laws, the 

increased development of affordable housing opportunities in income-restrictive and gentrifying 

area, and proactive efforts to enforce and maintain racial diversity, many groups will continue to 

fear moving into diverse areas” (2003, 489).  

Putting the above quote within the context of the gentrification debate, it seems as though 

Immergluck and Smith are encouraging white people to home-own in black neighborhoods as 
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well as black people to live in white neighborhoods. They are also encouraging high and middle 

income people to home own in lower income neighborhoods and vice versa in order to create a 

mixed environment. Immergluck and Smith suggest that real-estate has typically steered home 

buyers to areas where neighborhoods are composed of people generally like themselves; their 

research has founds that home buyers state that they would be more willing than typically 

assumed to live in any neighborhood where they can find an attractive, affordable home if 

directed there (2003, 475). They also suggest that loans could be encouraged in certain 

neighborhoods, contrary to past discriminatory practices (Immergluck, Smith, 2003, 475). It is at 

this point that it is important to note the system of power that exists in this society that allows 

typically white and especially high and middle-income people with the choice of mobility and 

others are likely stuck where they are, unless they are forced out. Ideally, there needs to be large 

scale changes in structural causes of regional and city economic decline and poverty (Atkinson, 

2003, 2346). This requires the central planning of neighborhoods that are comprised of multiple 

races and income levels and protection of original residents and their ability to remain in their 

neighborhoods. Immergluck and Smith highlight the need for affordable housing to be developed 

in all neighborhoods and reserved for those who cannot afford anything more. They also believe 

it is important to alter perceptions and the reality that many neighborhoods are unwelcoming to 

difference (Immergluck, Smith, 2003, 489). 

Gentrification has proved to be a loaded term since the 1960’s and has been a confusing 

phenomenon that has proved to be misunderstood and still under debate on its effects. Literature 

must consider the idea of reciprocity and the need to avoid patronization and whether this would 

encourage all of us to live in a neighborhood with both a desire to work for the betterment of our 

neighbors in all ways, but in receiving we would learn to respect the community they had pre-
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established and the culture that already existed. To balance both concern without domination and 

respect with self-preservation seems to be a step in the direction of achieving neighborhoods 

with economic and racial diversity. It may be that these are the desires of the gentrifying 

community, but the they are lost in the collective imagination of people like them. 

In addressing questions such as what exactly we mean by gentrification, what motivates 

people to gentrify neighborhoods, if gentrification is synonymous with displacement and what 

alternatives there are to protect the status of the original residents of neighborhoods and 

encourage diversity, the literature includes quite diverse perspectives. Many of the recent authors 

suggest that the term gentrification has become something that lacks meaning because of the 

different forms the process takes and because of the presumption that displacement is 

automatically implied. Other authors still assume that gentrification and displacement are issues 

in need of great imminence and concern. It seems that above all, most discussions about the topic 

desire a preservation of initial populations in the neighborhoods and believe it is important to 

maintain such populations and culture. Further research on displacement and displacees would 

be helpful as well as a closer analysis of how gentrification and displacement became 

synonymous and such a widespread understanding. It would be also helpful to more literature to 

be produced on the idea of mixed-income neighborhoods and if more central planning would be 

positive or a hindrance to genuine community. Neighborhoods are dynamic locations with often 

static stereotypes; underlying importance to the discussion of gentrification is the inequality that 

creates a concern about those who have the power to create their neighborhoods and those who 

should have more power. 
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